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sampling. The data taken as an example 
are t h m  of the 2 most recent cam- 
paigns of obsarvations, November 1988 - January 1989 and February-April 
1990. The maximum dday between the 
UV and thb@cal variations is c 2 days 
In either direction as compared to a 
vbcous time scale of n few years. 
Moreover the time scale of the con- 
tinuum variations is of the order of days. 
This rules out the possibility that the 
observed wntlnuum variations are due 
to vadertions of the accre€ion rate (Prin- 
gle, 1981 ; Clarke, 1988), 

We propose two pnx3esses for the 
rapid and simultaneous optical and UV 
wntinuum variations (Ulrieh el al., 
1890): 

1. The variations are due to local In- 
stabilities in the inner part of the disk 
which produce small hot regions emit- 
ting mostly In the far W but which con- 
tribute to the optical flux through the low 
energy tall of their spectrum. This resuits 
in a nearly perfect modulation of the W 
and optical flux. The time scale and the 
amplitude of the variations at different 
wavelengths have the potential to give 
strong constraints on the dimensions, 
temperature and location of these In- 
stabilles. 

2. Alternatively, the UV/optical varia- 

tions could be due to irradiation of the 
disk by a central variable X-ray source, 
Such a model has been proposed by 
C m y ,  Czemy and Grindlay (1 986) for 
low mass binaries. The Irradiation heats 
the disk surface which then mi ts  a 
spectnrrn d h m t  (hotter) from that of a 
pure accretion flow. The modulation of 
the UV and optical flues is caused by 
the X-ray variations. In this case, one 
expects the Wloptical variations to be 
correlated wlth the X-rays variations. 

Our simultaneous IUEEXOSAT ob- 
servations of NGC4151 (Fig. 2) of 7-19 
Nwember 1883 and 16 December 1 984 
- 2 January 1985 (Perola & al., 1986) 
give resubs consistent with Irradiation: 
There is an excellent l i d w  correlation 
(probability of 2.5 x 10" of being due to 
chance) between the 2-1 0 keV flux and 
the continuum at 1455A during the 2 
perlods of simultaneous obsenrations. 

Figure 3 shows the correlation be- 
tween the X-ray flux in the ME range- and 
the UV flux at 1455A (same data as 
Fig. 2). We note that each value of the 
ME flux is the average of the flux rnea- 
surd durlng an WOSAT ohrvation. 
During each obsewation (which lasted 
several hours) the flux drifted smoothly 
by about f 15 % around the mean for 
this observation. The extremely good 

corrdatlon of Figure 3 suggests that 
similar variations must have occurred In 
the UV range but the tlming of our IUE 
obwvations (2 consecutive spectra 
within 2 hours, every 4 to 5 days) Is not 
m u a t e  to verify this point. 

We stress that at other iwlated dates 
of simukaneaus UVlX-ray or optlcdtX- 
ray observations, the UV (or optical) and 
X-ray Rues do not follow this m l a -  
tion but scatter at larger values of the 
W (or optical) flux and lower values of 
the X-ray flux. See, for example, tthe 
point represenUng the slrnustaneous 
IUUUnWn obsewatlons of 19-21 
May 1879 which falls on the right hand 
side of Figure 3 (Peroh et a!., 198@ 
Penston, 1886). We suggest that Jn 
November 7-1 9, 1983 and December 
16, 1984 - January 2, 1985, the X-ray 
variations o v d e  and masked the 
effects of the inner disk Instabilities; the 
latter are, in general, the domlnant pro- 
cess producing the UV/optical varia- 
tions when the X-ray source is not par- 
ticularly strong. 

The determination of MBH and Fh from 
fitting of the UVloptical spectra with 
theoretical models of an accretion disk 
spectrum have not so far Included the 
effect of irradiation or of the instabilities 
discussed here. Further mcdelling in- 
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FigureS: 7hi32- IOkeVfluxve brre fluxat 14556 
fbr the the of Flwm 2, PIUS the pdnt riwm 
mttngthe X-rry~yrdUVWxm M a y  19-21, 
tQ7Q. The qptlc&M-my data taken at iwhted 
dateso'onot~lowthemlabbnX-myvs UV 
Wx or Xray w opflcal fXux de#ned by the 
N o m b e r  1083 end Dmmber f W - Janv- 
a r y 1 9 t % d a ~ . A I t ~ w t h e ~ a u ~ t h e t  
imdlam by the %-re), source praduw tha 
quasl s ~ r ? W 8 n m ~  @cab/UV flux wrktims 
at some epochs. But in pnmd, A Is the 
htabllWes In the Inner disk whlch maduki~ 
SlrnukmmuslY #a Opflcal and UV ma. 

Schwarzschitd radius r, 5 2 x loq5 cm, 
the upper limit on tlm time delay wall- 
able now is not q constraining. 
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F l g ~  2: W/oph&X-ray #w variation8 in NGC4lEl: The E S  flux, UV flux at 1-A and 2 - 
113 keV #un durhg hvo mmp&ms with dmulmeo@ obswvam wirh /UE and IXOSAT 
(Pw& ef al., 198@ 

cludlng theem effects wH1 lead to better served, b less than 2 days. Considering 
estimates of  ti^ and espwlally MBH than that the mass of the central object in 
presently available. NGC 4151 is likely to be less than 

Wenotethatthereisnodearcotreta- 5 x 1 0 ~  &, Which cmespf~dsto  a 
tion b&mn the W (or optical) flux and 
the X-ray flux in other AGN/quasars 
which have been adequatdy o b a m d  
In different emrgy k n d s  (NGC4051: 
Done et al., 1990; 3C 273: Couwoisier et 
al., 19~0). me ~ m d  W/X-~Y COW- A New Jet in M 87? 
tion &saved In NGC 41 51 In November 
1383 and -bet 1884 - ~anuaty B. J. JARVIS, €SO 
1986 is exceptional for NGC4151 as 
welt as ammg the other AGN/quasam 

Evidently, a good estimate of the time The glant elliptical galaxy M87 (Ed= 
May betw-n W and X-ray vwlatlons 4488) has been the subject of Intense 
provldes cmstdnts on the relative lo- study over the p&t twa decades for a 
cation of the different emission mgbns. number of reasons. FMy, it is large and 
This time delay in NGC 4151, at the brlgM, centrally placed in the Virgo clus- 
epochs when the correfation was ob- ter and d m  W s e  of Its bright optical 

synchrotron and radio jet emanating 
from the nucleus. The jd has been 
studied at all wavelengths from X-ray ta 
radio, An understanding of these j& b 
important for probing the physical p m  
cessm in active nucM and their i n t e w  


